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The ZLINE 527-48 is a 48 inch professional under cabinet stainless steel hood designed to be both
elegant and powerful, featuring the industry's only lifetime warranty motor. This hood is made from
430 grade stainless steel and is a ZLINE classic. Its durable construction, modern design, and
lifetime warranty motor - a ZLINE exclusive - guarantee a range hood with a timeless design that will
last a lifetime.

This hood contains many unique features, such as:
• Dishwasher-safe stainless steel baffle filters
• Built-in LED lighting
• High performance 4-speed motor with speeds up to 1000 CFM
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Brand: ZLINE Kitchen and Bath

Dimension: 48" W x 24" D x 18" H

Venting Size: 8" Outlet (Transition piece to round ducting included)

Airflow (Q/L/M/H): 400/600/800/1000 (CFM)

Lighting: 3 Lights (1.5W LED)

Noise Level: 32/46/53/56 (Decibels)

Voltage: 110V/60HZ

Motor: High Performance 1000 CFM/4-Speed Motor

Mount Type: Under Cabinet Mounted

Speeds: 4 Speeds

Control Type: Speed/Timer Panel with LCD (3 Minute AutoTimer with Delayed Shutoff)

Filters: Stainless Steel Baffle Filters (Dishwasher Safe)

Material: 19g #430 Stainless Steel

Warranty: 3 Year Parts Warranty

Features: Model No. 527-48 (ETL Listed)

UPC: 814118020467

Certifications: ETL Certified

All ZLINE range hoods are ETL Listed and come equipped with everything needed to easily install
and use.

ZLINE is the industry leader in range hoods and stands by the quality and longevity of their stainless
steel range hoods. The 527-48 ships next business day when in stock.

Range Hood Decibel Levels

ZLINE Range Hoods are supposed to be seen, not heard. That’s why even at the highest speed our
range hoods only reach 56 decibels, which is quieter than your average conversation. Rest assured
that your new range hood will not be interrupting your dinner party or when you’re helping with
homework.

Privacy PolicyPrivacy Policy

Terms & Condit ionsTerms & Condit ions

100% Satisfaction Guarantee100% Satisfaction Guarantee

Product SpecificationsProduct Specifications
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Review 1
Votes 2

Saratoga Springs, NY,
United States

Overall good product and well made. Needs an additional light in the center
since the 2 lights provided are not enough. Also, I was not aware that there
were fixtures for warming lights. The available warming bulbs are too large,
stick down too far, so we are replacing with smaller led lights and a glass sheet
to cover the holes

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on ZLINE 60" Under Cabinet Range Hood (527-
60) **NEW MODEL**

Helpful? Yes · 2 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Votes 2

Thousand Oaks, CA,
United States

Fan works amazing. Factory LED lighting is terrible. Install standard PAR 38
bulbs in the heat lamp sockets to provide adequate lighting to cook under.

✘ No, I do not recommend this product.

Originally posted on ZLINE 60" Under Cabinet Range Hood (527-
60) **NEW MODEL**

Helpful? Yes · 2 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Votes 0

Canastota, NY, United
States

The product came through well packed. The pictures of the filters are not the
same as the actual filter, but they work fine. My exhaust (the same size as vent
from fan) is straight up through the roof about 10 ft. I thought this would make
the fan quieter, but it is still noisy even on the quiet setting. The "buzzer" that
is sounded after each change is loud and annoying. Wish it could be turned
off. The shutoff timer is great and its nice to be able to set it for as long as 60
minutes. Installation is also easy.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on ZLINE 60" Under Cabinet Range Hood (527-
60) **NEW MODEL**

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Zenchef · 9 months ago  

Good performance and quality construction
★★★★★★★★★★

Mike · a year ago  

Great fan, terrible lighting
★★★★★★★★★★

Nata · a year ago  

Excellent Exhaust
★★★★★★★★★★
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Review 1
Votes 0

Tualatin, OR, United
States

I bought this range hood over a year ago. The first one that was shipped had an
issue with the fan rubbing the housing. ZLine sent me a replacement within a
week and I have not had any issue with it since. It is a well built and very quiet
hood. Even with the fan on the highest setting, two people can stand in front of
the hood and have a conversation with having to talk over the fan. When the
fan is on low, which move something like 400 CFM you can barely hear it.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on ZLINE 60" Under Cabinet Range Hood (527-
60) **NEW MODEL**

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Votes 0

Denver, CO, United States

We purchased this when remodeling our kitchen last year. We love it's sleek
look and it is very powerful and extremely quiet. No more smoke detectors
going off in our house! The only downside is the LEAD lighting with a wierd
blue tint

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on ZLINE 60" Under Cabinet Range Hood (527-
60) **NEW MODEL**

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Votes 0

Spearfish, S.D.

Product is still relatively new, but have found it to work well, has great
features, and is attractive. It is being used on a grilling deck(covered) and must
keep up with heavy grilling smoke. So far, so good. Good value, as well.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on ZLINE 60" Under Cabinet Range Hood (527-
60) **NEW MODEL**

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

SnoWhyte · a year ago  

Well Built, Super Quiet, Easy to Clean & Install
★★★★★★★★★★

DRJR · a year ago  

Super quiet, yet powerful
★★★★★★★★★★

Marcus · 9 months ago  

Satisfied customer
★★★★★★★★★★
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Review 1
Votes 0

Myrtle Beach, SC, United
States

I really like the different lights I can use. Also it isn't loud like my last vent
hood. It's a great design.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on ZLINE 60" Under Cabinet Range Hood (527-
60) **NEW MODEL**

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Review 1
Votes 0

Worked well and looks even better. Would highly recommend.

✔ Yes, I recommend this product.

Originally posted on ZLINE 60" Under Cabinet Range Hood (527-
60) **NEW MODEL**

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report
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KFowlerLC · 9 months ago  

Love the look and functionality!
★★★★★★★★★★

Antonio · 9 months ago  

Happy with look and product
★★★★★★★★★★
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